
REPAIRations
AfroUrbansim

A restorative, culture-centric approach to community development



Urbanism is defined as the way of life characteristics of 
cities and towns.

AfroUrbansim, centers the lived experience of Black 
people in the design and creation of Black communities. 
It puts Black culture at the fore, taking into account past 
harms, current challenges and future aspirations of Black 
city dwellers.



The community is the client!
No matter who is fronting the bill.



There is always a shadow scope.
(Our real work isn’t confined to 
what is on paper).



Place-based Expertise > “Professional” Experience



Relationships > Real Estate



Process > Product



Culture > Commerce



Transformation > Intervention



Reconcile History
Empower People
Preserve Culture
Asset Frame

Activate Imagination
Restore Spirit (Swagger)





423 residences 
151 physicians
140 social workers
85 lawyers
71 beauty shops
57 restaurants
36 dentists
30 drug stores
25 barber shops
25 dress makers and shops
20 hotels
15 fish and poultry markets
10 hospitals
10 electricians
9 insurance companies
7 building contractors
5 flowers shops
2 bondsmen
2 dairy distributors 



“Tens of thousands of poor and mostly black citizens dislocated in the 
name of civic progress saw their homes, businesses and communities 
appraised, bought and destroyed without their input or permission.”

Robert Goodspeed, a professor at the Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning at the University of Michigan



Reconcile History



Empower People



“Revitalization 
typically occurs 
at the cost of 
culture”.      

-me



Preserve Culture



Placemaking: “a process of community development 
that leverages outside public, private, and nonprofit 
funding to strategically shape and change the physical 
and social character of a neighborhood …”

Placekeeping: “the active care and maintenance of a 
place and its social fabric by the people who live and 
work there. It is not just preserving buildings but 
keeping the cultural memories alive, while supporting 
the ability of local people to maintain their way of life 
as they choose”.



Asset Frame

North End
Co-op Academy

North End, Detroit



Activate Imagination



Restore Spirit (Swagger)


